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In this work, an evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithm (EMO) based on the
dynamics of predator-prey interactions existing in nature is presented. This algorithm contains
“prey”, which represent members of the population/sample space and are randomly placed on a two
dimensional lattice with connected ends. “Predators” are comparatively fewer in number than
“prey” and are placed in the cell centers of the same 2D lattice. The predators are partially or
completely biased towards one or more objectives. Based on this quantitative nature, each predator
kills the weakest prey in its locality and replaces it with better prey. The prey remains stationary,
while the predators move around in the lattice during the course of generations improving the
quality of the prey relating to the objectives (objective functions to be maximized or minimized) of
the problem. The basic concept of the predator-prey algorithm was suggested by Dr. Hans Paul
Schwefel and reported by Laumann et al. in 1998. In the present paper, significant modifications of
the basic algorithm regarding the selection procedure, apparent movement of the predators, and the
general dynamics of the Pareto convergence have been proposed. The final modified form has been
applied to standard two-objective optimization problems.

I.

Introduction

Most real world processes or problems involve maximization or minimization, or both, of multiple objectives.
Hence, demanding optimization models capable of handling multiple objectives depend on a set of independent
parameters usually termed as design variables. In this case decision makers and designers would prefer a set of the
most suitable trade-off solutions, better termed as non-dominated solutions 1. The last few decades have seen the
development of optimization algorithms inspired by the principles of natural evolution. These algorithms, often
termed as evolutionary optimization algorithms, use a set of multiple solutions (population space) and follow an
iterative procedure to produce a final set of the best compromise solutions, the graphical representation of which is
termed the Pareto front 1. Such multi-objective evolutionary techniques have been widely employed in the aerospace
industry for optimizing design and performance such as using genetic algorithms in the conceptual phase of
aerospace vehicle design and satellite constellation design 2 and aerodynamic shape design with minimization of
‘drag to lift’ ratio 3,4. Examples are also the use of evolutionary hybrid optimization for the design of internally
cooled 3-D axial gas turbine blades 5, optimizing hub and shroud geometry for each row of blades in a multistage
axial turbine 6 and optimization of chemical compositions of nickel-based superalloys 7
In 1998, Dr. Hans Paul Schwefel proposed a new optimization algorithm to search for Pareto-optimal solutions 8
from a randomly generated initial population space. This algorithm imitates the natural phenomena that a predator
kills the weakest prey in its neighborhood, and the next generations of prey that evolve are relatively stronger and
more immune to such predator attacks. However, this initial predator-prey optimization algorithm seemed to have
difficulty in producing well distributed non-dominated solutions along the Pareto front. Since then several
modifications of the above algorithm have appeared in literature. Deb 1 suggested an improved version of the
algorithm which included certain new features, namely, the ‘elite preservation operator’, the ‘recombination
operator’ and the ‘diversity preservation operator’. A further modified version of the algorithm was proposed by Li
9
, where a dynamic spatial structure of the predator-prey population was used. It involved the movement of both
predators and prey and changing population strength of prey. Some other versions of the algorithm have been
presented by Grimme et al. 10 and Silva et al. 11. The former uses a modified recombination and mutation model.
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The latter, predominantly a particle swarm optimization algorithm, introduces the concept of predator prey
interactions in the swarm to control the balance between exploration and exploitation, hence improving both
diversity and rate of convergence. However, most of the above versions find it difficult to produce a well distributed
set of Pareto optimal solutions in a limited number of function evaluations especially when dealing with problems
with more than two objectives or a significantly high number of decision variables. In most practical applications of
optimization, the calculation time for evaluating model functions dominate. This demands optimization algorithms
capable of producing practically dependable solutions investing a minimum number of function evaluations
possible.
The Modified Predator-Prey algorithm (MPP) presented here involves new features that are expected to
promote dependability in terms of convergence and diversity of solutions as well as reduction of the number of
function evaluations necessary.

II.

Modified Predator-Prey Algorithm (MPP):

The initialization and subsequent steps executed by the algorithm in each generation in solving a ‘Nf’ objective
optimization problem have been sequentially presented below.
1. A population of ‘N’ solutions/prey are initialized using Sobol’s 12 quasi random sequence generator.
2. The prey are placed on a two dimensional grid with connected ends, hence, having a toroidal nature. The grid is
allowed to adjust its size dynamically according to the population strength maintaining the dimensions I x J,
where J = 5. Random members of the prey populations are cloned and placed on the grid when
in
order to ensure all integer grid points are occupied by prey.
3. ‘M’ number of predators is placed on the same 2D grid such that they occupy random cell centers. M is
determined by the following empirical formula,
(1)
where,

is the lowest integer greater than

,

. Steps 2 and 3 present a new feature that ensures the

predator is always surrounded by four prey in its neighbourhood termed as its ‘locality’. Each predator is
associated with a weighted value of the objectives as follows.
(2)
Here, Nf is the number of objectives,

4.

5.

is the weight associated with the ith objective function,

is the ith

objective function or negative of the ith objective function depending on whether the ith objective is to be
minimized or maximized, respectively. This is done so that the problem remains a global minimization problem.
The weights are distributed uniformly in case of two-objective problems (from (0,1) to (1,0)) and using Sobol’s
algorithm 12 in case of problems with more than two objectives.
Initialization is followed by operations in each generation which are limited to the localities containing a
predator (active localities). In each of these localities/cells, the value of ‘ ’ as defined by equation 2
corresponding to the local predator, is calculated for each prey. The weakest prey (i.e., having the maximum
value of
) is selected to be killed and replaced by a new prey produced by the crossover of the two strongest
local prey and subsequent mutation of the crossover child.
The blend crossover (BLX-α) 1 defined below is used in this case.
(3)
where,

and

are the parent solutions,

is the child solution and

is the random number

1

6.

between 0 and 1. A value of 0.5 is used for
as suggested by Deb .
Non-uniform mutation 1, as defined below has been used in this algorithm.
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(4)

is the child produced by mutation of the ith variable,

where
th

of the i variable,

7.

is the random number between 0 and 1,

and

and

are upper and lower limits

are the number of function evaluations

done till then and maximum allowed number of function evaluations respectively,
is the user defined
parameter (b = 1.5 determined empirically) and β is the scaling parameter.
The child prey produced by crossover and mutation qualifies to be accepted only if it fulfills the following three
criteria; (i) the child is stronger than the worst local prey (based on f calculated by equation 2), (ii) the child is
non-dominated 1 with respect to the other three local prey and (iii) the child is not within the objective space
hypercube 1 of the other three prey of the locality. In case of the third criterion each old local prey is considered
to be at the centre of its hypercube, the size of which is dynamically updated with generations and is determined
by the following novel equation.
(5)
Here,

is the window size of the hypercube and

is the half side length of the hypercube corresponding to

th

8.

the i objective. The first two criteria promote convergence towards the Pareto front and the third criterion helps
in maintaining diversity in the solution space. Ten trials are allowed to produce a qualified child that satisfies
these three criteria. If this fails, the worst prey is retained.
On completion of the above predator-prey interactions in each active locality the predators are relocated
randomly. A probability based relocation criterion has been introduced here, which tries to ensure that each cell
is visited, therefore favouring an even distribution of the ‘number of visitations’ to each cell/locality. The
relocation criterion is defined as follows:
(6)
Here,

is the number of times predators have visited the cell
is the average of all

and

in previous generations,

is the randomly generated location on the 2D

lattice. This new feature ensures that every member of the population irrespective of its location in the 2D
lattice gets fair opportunity of improvement.
9. After each generation, the non-dominated solutions in the prey population are copied to a secondary set called
the ‘elite set’. The clustering technique designed by Deb 1 is applied to maintain a fixed strength (Ne) of diverse
non-dominated solutions in the elite set. The elite set is updated after each generation based on the principles of
weak domination 1.
10. Certain randomly selected solutions/prey, if found to be dominated are replaced from the 2D lattice by
randomly selected elite solutions. This new additional attribute boosts the speed of convergence of this
algorithm. However, the allowed number of such replacements should be carefully chosen to avoid introducing
excessive elitism. Here the total number of allowed replacements was always kept below
.
11. A new and innovative concept of sectional convergence has been introduced. Instead of running the algorithm
throughout for the same initial specified distribution of weights, there is redistribution of weights within a small
biased range (<1.0) after a certain number of function evaluations. The redistribution is governed by the
following equations in case of two objective problems.
(7)
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Here,

is the maximum primary iteration, i.e., maximum number of times redistribution is allowed,

is the present primary iteration and
different formula is used as shown below.

is the ith predator. In case of n-objective problems, where

,a

(8)

Here,

is the weight associated with the jth objective function for the ith predator and

allowable weight associated with any kth objective function (

is the maximum

) for the ith predator. The weights (

th

associated with the objective functions other than the j objective are distributed using Sobol’s
range

12

)

within the

. This added feature involving biased distribution of weights does away with the prominent

drawback of the basic predator-prey algorithm which has a tendency to converge to a small section of the Pareto
front due to absence of selection pressure chiefly based on non-dominance. Nevertheless, such sectional
convergence comes at the cost of increased number of function evaluations which might be necessary only in
case of complex problems such as with sharp discontinuities or mixed convex-concave Paretos or orders of
magnitude difference between the objective functions.
The dynamic reduction of the window size of the hypercube and the mean extent of mutation along the course of
generations introduce the desirable attribute of ‘adaptive shrinkage of the search radii’ as solutions converge towards
the Pareto front.
During the course of development of MPP, a few other alterations/additional features were also implemented,
but not included in the final version of the algorithm due to certain drawbacks associated with each one of them. A
couple of them are being presented here, keeping in mind that a more judicious application of any of these features,
in future, might help in significantly improving the dependability or performance of MPP or other similar
evolutionary optimization algorithms. They are as follows:
• Controlled killing in active localities: Instead of killing exactly one prey (the weakest) at each active locality
during a generation, the predator was allowed to kill ‘ ’ number of the weakest local prey depending on the
‘non-domination’ quality of the locality. The value of
for each locality was computed according to the
following formula,
(9)
where
(
•

is the number of prey from that locality that qualified for the elite set when last updated
). This reduced the required number of function evaluations, but severely hindered further

progress when solutions converged to a local Pareto front.
Relocating prey: Alike predators, prey were also relocated randomly within the same 2D lattice after every
‘
’ iterations, where nm = N/M. A favorable genetic mixing was observed, leading to greater diversity, but
at the cost of a noticeably increased number of function evaluations.

III.

Numerical experiments

MPP was tested to evaluate its performance by running it on some well known test cases. The first six test cases
analyzed are taken from the multi-objective optimization comparison by Zitzler et al. 13 namely the ZDT test cases.
Two other popular test cases with known analytical solutions for the Pareto front which are the Fonseca and Fleming
multiobjective problem no. 2 14 and the Coello 15 multiobjective problem have also been tried out. All eight test
cases involve two objective optimizations where both the objectives are to be minimized. They are summarized in
Table 1.
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Variable
limits

Problem

ZDT1

30

ZDT2

30

ZDT3

30

ZDT4

10

Objective Function 1

Objective Function 2

Analytical
Solution
Set

Set

Set

Set

,
ZDT5

11

30 bit
resolution
,
5 bit
resolution

Set

= the number of
ones in the bit vector
form of

Set

ZDT6

10

FonsecaFleming

3

F2F

Coello

2

F2C

Here,

number of variables; F2F =

F2C =

Table 1: Details of the multiobjective optimization test cases.
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A C++ program written to simulate MPP algorithm, was run on a 3.4 GHz Pentium-IV Processor. To
compensate for performance fluctuations induced by random generators driving the initial population and other
genetic operators, the algorithm was run 30 times for 25000 function evaluations each in case of the 6 ZDTs and
2000 function evaluations each in case of the Fonseca-Fleming and Coello test problems. The concept of sectional
convergence was not implemented during these runs. The non-dominated plots are generated by making a union of
the elite set (non-dominated set) of the first five runs for each test case. The non-dominated set of the unions is then
extracted and plotted as shown in figures 1-8. The run parameters are as follows.
Parameter
Population size (# prey)
# Predators
Elite strength
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Table 2: General parameters defining MPP runs.

Value
100
10
40
1.0
0.5

Figure 1: Two-objective test case ZDT 1.

Figure 2: Two-objective test case ZDT 2.

Figure 3: Two-objective test case ZDT 3.

Figure 4: Two-objective test case ZDT 4.
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Figure 5: Two-objective test case ZDT 5.

Figure 6: Two-objective test case ZDT 6.

It is observed from figures 1-6, that MPP performs very well on the ZDTs when compared to the performances of
some other well known algorithms as shown by Moral et al. 16. The same is exhibited in case of the FonsecaFleming and Coello test problems as shown in figures 7 and 8 respectively. In certain cases as in ZDT 1, 2 and 6 the
solutions do not completely converge to the global Pareto. This is due to significant slowing down of the rate of
convergence as the solutions approach the global Pareto. Nevertheless, it is evident from the above figures that the
algorithm consistently produces a desirable spread of non-dominated solutions irrespective of the nature of the
Pareto front and without using the concept of sectional convergence.

Figure 7: Two-objective test case of Fonseca and
Fleming problem 2.

Figure 8: Two-objective test case of Coello.

Two performance measures for evaluating the performance of multiobjective optimization algorithms have been
developed by Deb et al. 17. The first performance metric, the gamma ( ) parameter is a measure of the extent of
convergence. The minimum of the Euclidean distances of each computed non-dominated solution from H uniformly
distributed points on the ideal Pareto front (H = 500) is calculated, the average of which gives the value of the
gamma parameter. The other performance metric, namely the delta ( ) parameter gives a measure of the spread of
solutions along the computed Pareto front. It is calculated as follows,
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(9)

Where,

and

- the respective Euclidean distances between the two extreme solutions and the corresponding

extremities of the analytical Pareto front,
all

- Euclidean distance between consecutive solutions and

- mean of

(i = 1,2,3…, N). A perfectly uniform distribution of solutions along the computed Pareto front with existence

of exact extreme solutions will give a delta value of zero. However, in spite of accurate convergence, the gamma
parameter need not be zero, due to possible lack of coincidence of computed solutions and uniformly distributed
analytical Pareto points.
Table 3 shows the values of these two parameters calculated for the eight cases studied here, and also the
comparison of some of them with those calculated by Deb et al. 17 for NSGA-II. The same conditions have been
used, i.e. a population of 100 solutions, subjected to 25000 function evaluations, for the 6 ZDTs. However, the
Fonseca-Fleming and the Coello test cases involve 2000 function evaluations and hence the former hasn’t been
compared with the corresponding data of Deb at al. 17, all of which are with respect to 25000 function evaluations.

Algorithm
Parameter
Problem
ZDT 1
ZDT 2
ZDT 3
ZDT 4
ZDT 5
ZDT 6
Fonseca-Fleming
Coello
Table 3: Performance parameters

NSGA-II (real)

NSGA-II (binary)

Predator Prey
(MPP)

0.0335
0.0724
0.1145
0.5130
NA
0.2966
NA
NA

0.0009
0.0009
0.0434
3.2276
NA
7.8068
NA
NA

0.0447
0.1181
0.0198
0.6537
0.4282
0.2334
0.0082
0.0498

0.39
0.43
0.73
0.70
NA
0.67
NA
NA

0.46
0.44
0.58
0.48
NA
0.64
NA
NA

0.59
0.78
0.73
1.48
1.49
0.71
0.42
1.17

As seen from table 3, the performance of MPP developed in this work compares well with that of real coded NSGAII, except in case of ZDT 2. The latter may be attributed to the vertical congregation of points near the left boundary
of the Pareto front where an abrupt change in the value of
corresponding to very small values of
poses
difficulty in properly distributing ideal Pareto points in this region. However, in the case of ZDT 3, the MPP seems
to outperform both of the real coded and the binary coded NSGA-II, in accuracy. As seen from figure 4, a fairly
accurate and well distributed non dominated solution set is computed by MPP in case of ZDT 4. Due to the high
density of solutions along the computed Pareto front, the deviation in

s exceed the average,

, which accounts

for the relatively high value of
(>1), calculated in case of ZDT 4.
Difficulties encountered in converging to the ideal Pareto front in case of ZDT 5, with other standard
optimization algorithms have been claimed to be not trivial, as also confirmed by Deb et al. 17. However, during the
course of this study, it has been found that achieving acceptable accuracy in case of ZDT 5 to be relatively
manageable as evident from figure 5 and table 3. The above is true only when the correct order of precision is used
in representing the decision variables and computing the objective functions. Failure to do so might be the very
reason behind the relatively low accuracy of solutions computed by other optimization algorithms while dealing
with ZDT 5.
Test case results presented in this work are generated without considering the concept/module of sectional
convergence. However, sectional convergence was implemented during the study of MPP and a visual
representation is exhibited in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Sectional convergence for ZDT 3.

Figure 10: General Convergence for ZDT 3.

Figure 9 shows the location of solutions in the objective space at the end of each primary iteration (

),

where
represents the initial global progression of solutions, and
represents the sequential
sectional convergence of solutions to parts of the Pareto. It is observed that though the progress of solutions is
biased towards sections of the objective space going from right to left, the solution set as a whole always keeps
moving towards the ideal Pareto. This is desirable and eventually leads to a well distributed set of non dominated
solutions along the final computed Pareto front.
Figure 10 shows the progress of solutions towards the ideal Pareto, in absence of the sectional convergence
module. The solutions are plotted after intervals of 5000 (approx.) function evaluations. It is observed that the
solutions converge noticeably faster during the initial stages of MPP, and form an intermediate Pareto. The
subsequent progress of this intermediate front becomes more and more exhaustive in terms of function evaluations
as it nears the ideal Pareto.

IV.

Conclusions

The modified predator prey algorithm (MPP) involves features that infuse elitism, adaptive local search and a fair
organized improvement of all prey irrespective of its location of the 2D lattice. A concept of sectional convergence
has also been introduced which might prove to be helpful when ventured into more complex problems, especially
with more than two objectives. The present MPP model has improved upon the previous versions of the predator
prey optimization algorithm and demonstrates reliability both in terms of accuracy and diversity of solutions. It
performs at par with most of the other popular multiobjective algorithms, as shown in figure 1-8 and table 3.
However, there is scope for improvement as evident from the partial convergence observed in case of ZDTs 1, 2 and
6. A more careful allocation of the user defined mutation parameters and adaptive window size for the hypercube, is
expected to promote accuracy for these test cases. The performance parameter metrics given in table 3 provide an
acceptable measure of the quality of solutions, but is impaired by the possibility of differences in the methodology
of preparation of the ideal Pareto front, by different researchers.
A more conclusive appraisal of this algorithm will require it to be tested on practical design optimization
problems with two or more objectives. Prior to that a constraint handling technique will be developed and added to
the present MPP model in order to make it a more versatile optimization algorithm capable of handling any realworld design problem.
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